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N.Y. Town
.. Trys To
G·o Dry

President Approves
AICan Oil Pipeline

WASHINGTON
President
Carter Tuesday gave final approval

, New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 82
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31H4UI
tho New Merico Do•lfl l.pb·J Is published
Monday thrqugh 'Friday cv_cry regular Woe~
of the University yelilr and wcdly during the
summer ~Jon by tho Bmm.l o£ Student
Publication$ of the Unlvcnlt)' of New Mexico,
and h. not Iln&nclally as.~oclatt.-d wltl1 UNM.
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The opinions cxpre;sed on the cdltorilll
pages of ThtJ Doily Lobo arc those of tlw
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editorial t)(Uird of Thu Dally Lobo, Nothing_
printed in The l)ally Lobo nct"eS.Snrll)
nrpn:sentl.~ the views of the Unlvcnlty of New
Mealco,

for construction of ;t 4,700-mile
pipeline to carry Al;tskan natural
gas across Canada to the U.S. West
Coast and into the Midwest.
Carter signed a resolution passed
Nov. 2 by the Senate and House
approving his choice of the AlCan
route, running parallel to the
Alyesk& oil pipeline before
swinging eastward to run through
Canada and dividing with one leg
going into Antioch, California and
the second into
Ill.
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ATTENTION
PREMED STUDENTS:
Full Medical School scholarships
available-Tuition, Fees, plus $400
per month.
Write Navy Medical Programs
Officer, PO Box 8667, Albuquerque, NM
87108, or call766-2335.

murder trial or a society matron
charged with adultery.
Jeffress said in many instances
the law protec_ts people from injuries due to embarrassment or
mental anguish.
"We submit in these private
conversations it is going to be
embarrassing to participants," he
said, and cause them mental
anguish. "It is not unusual for
persons speaking privately to be
irreverent.''
"Tapes are susceptible to uses far
more offensive" than printed
transcripts, Jeffress said, and tapes
subpoenaed for a criminal trial

should be used for that purpose
only.
Floyd Abrams, representing
networks seeking -to broadcast the
tapes, saia 1,300 persons heard all
or part of them when they were
played at the trial of the Watergate
cover-up defendants.
Printed transcripts have long
been available, he said, and the·
National Archives has agreed to sell
copies of the tapes for $3.75 to
$5.75 per one-hour segment if the
plan wins court approval.

Toilet Dispute Flows
Into Roman Politics

The barmen are angry because
ROME - Romans and tourists
in urgent need of toilets may meet police have closed down several
their waterloo in 12 days if barmen bars after syringes and other
in the capital go through with a narcotics equipment were found in
threat made Tuesday to close their the "loos."
restroqms.
One youth was recently
The Barmen's Association said
they would ban toilet facilities to discovered in a deep coma in a
customers and people rushing in off restroom with a syringe on the
the street from Nov. 20 to Dec. 10 floor.
unless local laws were changed in
The barmen say they are in a
the only such recorded closure since
Emperor Vespasian first installed "<;:atch 22" situation because by
law they must make toilets available
public pay toilets 19 centuries ago.
to· customers and members of the
public who ask for them and are
responsible for what happens in
them.
An association communique
said, "Obviously it is impossible
Bryd and a group of Democratic for bar owners to check out what
WASHINGTON
Senate
every user gets up to after the toilet
Democratic leader Robert Byrd said senators leave today for a fact- door is clo~ed. ' 1
Tuesday he detects "some shifting finding trip to Panania and the
The barmen say the bathroom
of opinion" in the Senate in favor canal zone, where they will meet
with Pimamanian leader Omar ban would go into effect "unless
of the Panama Canal treaties.
President Carter, meanwhile, Torrijos, American residents, and. the local authorities make suitable
new arrangements for rules
opened another round of personal officials of the Panama Canal Co.
regulating restroom usage."
appeals to selected Republican and
Democratic senators for heip in
building popular understanding of
the treaties.
Assistant Senate Republican
leader Ted Stevens of Alaska told
reporters he received a handwritten
note from the President on the
subject. White House sources
SAN ANTONIO, Texas -- program said Tuesday.
confirmed similar appeals had been About 240 American prisoners held
Michael Abbell of the Justice
sent to senators of both parties who in Mexican jails will be flown by Dept. said all the prisoners would
are nol unalterably opposed to the chartered airplanes to San Diego, be routed through the Metropolitan
accords, which would transfer Calif., next month as part of the correctional facility at San Diego
control of the canal to Panama by United States-Mexico prisoner and he forecast Dec. 9 as their
t.he year 2000.
swap treaty, the director of the arrival date·.
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Polarguard is a man-made fiber which approaches
the insulating efficiency of down, while handling
moisture better and at a fraction of the .cost, See our
full line of outdoor clothing at NeY-' Mexico's com·
plete backpacking/mountaineering shop.
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Buy a Hero Sub & get a
FREE large soda
Buy A Here;» Sandwich &
get a FREE smaU soda
Choose
from 30 sandwiches
call for take out orders

Deli Mart II
5111 Menaul N.E.
2421 San Pedro NE (505) 266-8113

883-2739

(expires November 12, 1977)

Abbell revealed the plans after he
spent six hours Tuesday in a private
meeting with a team of about 20
U.S. magistrates and public
defenders from across the Southwest who are participating in the
exchange program.
The Justice Dept. attorney said
groups of prisoners would be flown
in four chartered aircraft from
Mexico City, Culliacan, Monterrey,
Juarez and Matamoros and bused
from Tijuana to the clearinghouse
facility at San Diego. Mexican
authorities earlier transferred the
prisoners to the six central locations
awaiting completion of the exchange agreement which recently
was signed by President Cartel'.
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What kinds of anger are there? Arc women able to cope with their
anger? These are some of the questions that will be raised during informal
discussions on this emotion next week at the Women's Center.
A counselor for the Women's Center, Limdra White, said Monday the
dis~ussions should establish whether the need exists to treat anger as a
maJOr problem. White said that in her counseling sessions and in assertive
training programs, anger figures as a recurring psychological problem.
"Women are cut off from treating anger, except as bitchiness," she said.
"How are women to handle this emotion? We are looking for more cffective ways to deal in the nature of anger."
White said she has planned a four-week workshop on anger in the spring
which will take place if there is enough interest.
Faculty, staff and students are invited to attend the discussions at the
center at Las Lomas and Yale on Monday, Nov. 14, from 3 to 5:00p.m.,
and Tuesday, Nov. 15, from4 to 6:00p.m.
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Convict Swapping;
A Chartered Affair

Coupon Special

The LOBO Takes
A Back Seat View
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.Byrd Detects Shift
In Favor of Treaty

Women to Probe
Aspects of Anger ~
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DELHI, N.Y. (UP!)- The town
of Delhi voted Tuesday on whether
to go dry, but even major supHow do UNM students feel
We will appreciate you
porters doubted the drinking ban about one-night stands or in- cooperation in filling out the survey
would be approved. .
tercourse·· on the first date? The as honestly as possible. The surve
The Delaware county town of LOBO will atempt to find out in a should take about three weeks to
more than 4,600 persons used to be survey beginnin~ today.
complete.
dry, but five years ,ago the residents
LOBO staffers will be stationed
voted to allow alcohol for several
The results wil be compared to around the campus giving out the
reasons, One was the state results of surveys conducted on sex surveys. They will be collected from
university campus of 2,800 · in 1938 and 1958.
students as they are completed,
students.
'Persons desiring a bit of the
grape frequently drove the 20 miles
to Oneonta to imbibe and the
return trip over rugged roads at
night was sometimes tragic. This,
combined with a desire by
proprietors of several town
restaurants to serve alcohol, led to
the prohibition repeal.
The new prohibition movement
grew up among citizens angered by
rowdiness and violence they said
resulted from drinking. While some
people blamed most of the
disturbances on the college
population, they also said town folk
also were at fault.
The move toward bringing back
prohibition was started by the Rev,
Lewis Shelter, who recruited people
to circulate petitions to get the
proposal on the ballot. Johnson,
however, expressed doubt that the
measure would pass, saying he
"wouldn't bet any money" on it.
But as afterthought, Johnson
said he knew the townspeople very
well and was sure they were not
pleased with the bar owners, who
..;.,,!*,._ _ __,-;6J.I------::-1f"''-are mostly residents of other ' ··--------:::"!~
·~ ~
ot'l". '-:-:...~

Nixon: On the Top 40?
WASHINGTON -- Richard
Ni~on's lawyer told the Supreme
Court Tuesday the ex-president
may be embarrased and subjected
to mental anguish if up to 22 hours
of White House tapes are
reproduced for broadcast and
public sale.
Attorney William Jeffress Jr.
urged the justices to reverse a U.S .
Appeals Court ruling opening the
way for public distribution of
copies of tapes played at the 1974
Watergate cover-up trial.
But Edward Bennett Williams,
representing
Warner
Communications Inc. which want~ to
sell a two-album edition to tape
excerpts, said common law- gives a
trial judge discretion to allow
copying of a court exhiit.
Williams said the fact that
broadcasting such evidence may be
embarrassing is not sufficient
reason for blocking its release.
"I say this with no meanness of
spirit," Williams told the justices,
"but I think that is what
petitioner's (Nixon's) argument is
reduced to -- that an alleged
conspirator has a right not to be
dmbarrassed by the sound of his
voice simply because he had been
President."
The justices wanted to know
what would happen if the person
involved were not a former
president, but a defendant in a

SEX

Winter winds sweep into Albuquerque.

PICTURE FRAMING

L • •••••••••••••••
PICTURE FRAMING I REAOV-MADE FRAMES I FRAMING SUPPLIES
3008 CENTRAL AVE. S.E •• ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87106 • 255-3239
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Call Me Phillips
LONDON (UP!) - Princess Anne's first baby, due sometime this
weekend, will be born a commoner, Buckingham Place said Tuesday.
A palace spokesman said the baby, Queen Elizabeth's first grandchild, will qe plain Master or Miss Phillips.
Anne's husband, Capt. Mark Phillips, will not receive a title and
she will not be made a duchess or given title in her own right, the
spokesman said,
The child will be fifth in line to the throne, behind the queen's four
children. _it will be ahead oftJ:!e queen's sister, Princess Margaret, and
her two children.
The Palace disclosures ended speculation on whether the child and
·Capt. Phillips would be given titles as part of the royal birth
celebrations in the twilight of the queen's Silver Jubbilee year. Capt.
Phillips has so far declined to have a title.

Normal Answer

No pun intended, but unless NORML gets on the stick, the drive to
decriminalize marijuana is going to go up in smoke.
Alex Kaplan, director of the Albuquerque chapter of the National
Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws !NORML), said
''prospects look grlm"for the group's drive to collect about 5,600
signatures asking for i'l city referendum vote on derminlizing marijuana.
SO FAR, NORML has about only 30 per cent of the signatures they
need to collect. The group is about halfway through the 60-day period a
·allotted for the signature drive.
Kaplan said NORML will ask the ASUNM Senate for $300 to help
publicize the drive. The senate has about $600 left to appropriate, so
Kaplan's chances of squeezing half of that out of them look pretty slim.
To be sure, the senate has given minimal help to NORML in its
worthy cause, but it's foregone conclusion that this semester's senate
was one of the least effective in history, so Its inaction doesn't surprise
us.
Kaplan's group has concentrated its efforts on the campus and is
ho!Ving no trouble obtaining signatures - the problem comes in obtaining valid signatures. Kaplan told us something like one out of every
four signatures NORML collects is invalid, UNM students have
notoriously poor voting records and their voting registration record also
leaves much to be desired.
THE SOLUTION TO THIS mess seems obvious. If you can't get the
signatures on campus, get off campus.
Certainly there would not be the widespread support for marijuana
decriminali~ation among the regular community as there is on campus,
but who are the people who are going to decide this issue? The
Albuquerque community, that's who, .
Marijuana decriminalization efforts have succeeded in other states
only because there was widespread support for the effort - not just
from the college crowd.
NORML's efforts might all be for naught this time because of lack
of money, but the chapter can learn a valuable lesson, When confronted with straightforward facts, not a load of propaganda, people
from the age 14 to 40 can make rational decisions. NORML should be
getting the word out to all of Albuquerque.

Minor Revolt

Wrestling team fish fries - track team jog-a-thens - the method
doesn't matter. UI~M minor sports are making a comeback that we're
happy to see.
Last week the wrestling team of coach Ron Jacobsen sold sea
food to raise money for the grapplers who are always talked ab_out
when budget cuts are mentioned.
ON SATURDAY, about $10,000 was raised by athletes and others
who ran around the track at University Stadium and collected from
sponsors who pledged money per lap. Lobo baseball coach Vince
Cappelli is said to have burned up the track for 20 laps in an hour.
It's too bad that athletes in minor sports have to do extra work (in
addition to their already-taxing workouts) to raise money just so their
programs can survive. But minor sports athletes here at UNM are a
though bunch and they can really suck it up in adverse conditions.
We're proud of them and wish them the best of luck in .what()ver
future money-raisers they might plan, be it "Do a somersault for the
UNM gymnastics team" or "Hold your breath under water for 30
We're proud of them and wish them the best of luck in whatever
future money-raisers they might plan, be it "Do a somersault for the
UNM gymnastics team'' or "Hold your breath under water for 30
seconds to help out the swim team."

Come On,

No~

We think we've finally found a contest which we think everyone will
agree is sexist.
A poster on the bulletin board outside Zimmerman Library advertises
a "Win A Date With A Star" contest. The star is a Lee Majors look-alike
and the winner of the contest gets a date with Joe Superstar on Dec.
10. They get a dinner and then get to hit Albuquerque's hot spots.
NOW YOU'VE GOT to agree. They've really gone off the deep end
this time.
It's degrading enough to women who would actually enter a contest
just to get a date with this guy. Any woman who would enter such a
contest is degrading all women by saying that women should have to
compete for a man.
And holding the man up as a prize is degrading to men. What is this
contest, some kind of slave market?
We would not condone it if certain groups were to deface this poster
or even tear it down, but we could certainly understand why they would
do it.

LOBO edllorlal phone 271·5656'
L0BO Editorial Staff:

Edltor·ln·chlef: 11m Gallagher .
Managing Editor: Rebekah Szymanski
News Editor: Dolores Wood
Asst. News EdUor; D.M. Flynn
Photo Editor: Wendell T. Hunt
Sports Editor: Peter Madrid
Aris Editor: George Gesner
Copy E:dltor.·: Koren Wal~ton
Ad Manager: Frank Salazar
EDITORIALS: Unsigned editorials rep~esent a majority opinion of the LOBO editorial
board. All other columnsj cartoOilS, and letters represent the opinion of the author and do
not necessarily reflect the view of the editorial board.
LETTERS: Letters to the editor must be typed 1 and signed with the author's name,
signature, address, and telephone number. Letters to the editor shOUld be no longer than
300 words_ although exceptions will be made it lhe topic warrants so. Only the name of the
author will be printed and names will not be withheld.
OPINIONS: Opinions must by typed Md signed with the author's name, signature, ad·
drMs··and telephone number. Opinions should be no longer than 500 words. Only the namf1
of author Will be printed and n!lmes will not be withheld.
All sUbmissions become tHe property of the New Mexico Da1iy LOBO :~nd Will be edlt~d
only for length or po.sslbly libelous content. If any changes are made 1 the author will be rcn·
tacted to discuss changes.
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Anita Wants Prayers
ORLANDO, Fla. (UP!) -Singer Anita Bryant, who successfully
campaigned against a gay rights ordinance in Miami, said Tuesday she
wants prayer put back back into school.
"I am not anti-anything," Bryant said in an interview with WDBOTV. "! am pro-God, pro-family, pro-.motherhood, pro-life, proBible, pro-morality and especially putting prayer back in school.
·"I want to share the truth vJith the people," said Bryant.
Bryant said she wants her group, Protect America's Children, to
help put prayer back into schools.
"That's the first thing on the agenda with Protect America's
Children," said.
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Miranda Replies
Editor:
It was with amusement that I read the reply of Rolando Benavidez
(Pres., UNM Vets) to my opinion of the injustice of Vets Preference and
other veteran benefits.
You bet my opposition is self-serving! I must, however, point out that
your stance is equally so. This all being irrelevant, I move on to other
things.
Since you've tailed to cite the sources of your statistics, we may
assume that they are off the top of your head, which makes them
irrelevant also.
Now, since you don't care for the Civil Service Commission's very
findings, I will quote John P. White, assistant defense secretary for
manpower, reserve affairs, and logistics: "It is past time to examine the
scope and application of these benefits in the context of our present
society and our equal opportunity objective." (Federal Times,
10/24/77)
As to the course of investigation which you suggest I follow, I'm sure
everyone would agree that you don't investigate the rat by interviewing
its railings.
As for the option we non-bets have of jioning the military to find a job
when we get out-that is not what I would consider an "option" in a
free society.
As for the option your lament of being "forced" into these benefits
via the draft, you had the option of standing on your hind feet {as did
.
many courageous men) and leaving the country.
In conclusion, I would like to add something which was omitted from
my previous letter-if one didn't know the power of a lobbying group,
one might think vets are getting these privileges because it's right, or
because they deserve them,
Miranda David

P.aris Wedding

DOONESBURY

MINNEAPOLIS (UPI) -Milling executive Philip W. Pillsbury
and Corrine Griffith, daughter of Minesota Twins baseball franchise
P~esident Calvin Griffith, were married in Paris.
Pillsbuty, 74, and his bride, 33, were married in a private ceremony
attended by Pillsbury's two sons, Henry and Philip Jr., and their
families.
Pillsbury's first wife, Eleanor Bellows Pillsbury, died in August

OKAY, ALAN,
L GOT 7He K/0!

YOU REAOY
TO GO?
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1971.
Pillsbury is board chairman emeritus of the Pillsbury Co. He is a
grandson of the founder of the diversified food products firm.
His bride owns a small amount of Twins stock through a fall)iiY
trust.
The two families have been friends since the Griffiths moved to the
Minneapolis-St. Paul area in 1961, Mrs. Calvin Griffith said.
"We're very happy," Griffith said. "It is one of those marriages
made in heaven. We've been sitting on pins and needles since they left
waiting to hear when the wedding would be."

Danish Queen In Rome
eRiCH 1../PSCTT IS A STU/JENT.
NOT II BRJ/..l./JINTS1WENT. NOT

Rome· (UP I) - Queen Margrethe of Denmark arrived in Italy
Tuesday for a four-day visit during which she is to meet top Italian
officials and see Pope Paul VI in a private audience.
The queen and her husband, Prince Hendrik, met President
Giovanni Leone at Quirinale Palace.
Friday, she is to pay an official visit to the Vatican, then return
home to Copenhagen.
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·Kung Fu Nose Job
"

r'

Irresponsible Editorial
'

Editor:
Your editorial of Oct. 31 criticizing PIRG's Affirmative Action plan
reached new depths of journalistic irresponsibility and inadequacy.
All of us who read your pitiful excuse for a newspaper are accustomed to your naivete, your inaccuracies and your general in-·
competence. Yet your repulsive show of racism and sexism in that
childishly unprofessional editorial was too much to silently endure.
If you had done your job properly you would know that NMPIRG's
Affirmative Action Plan is not a quota system, it is a statement of
PIRG's committmerit to equal employment opportunity and is entirely
legal; quotas are not. The plan deserves praise, not your inaccurate
libelous criticism.
Your opposition indicates either that you favor sexism and racism or
that you printed your opinion without even understanding what you
were talking about {or both). Neither speaks well for you or the paper
you edit.
In the future, keep your bigotted opinions to yourselves. If you can't
perhaps you should be replaced by people who can.
Steve Durick

. 'Yellow J' Letter

Editor:
My opinion of NMPIRG has sunk to a new low. For a representative
of a service that bases its work on the research it does, J. WallaceMoss' letter was sadly lacking in that respect. Mr. Moss accused the
LOBO of yellow journalism because he felt the contents of an editorial
to be wrong.
If Mr. Moss' had bothered to "research" the meaning of yellow
journalism, he would realize than an editorial is an opinion, is billed as
an opinion, and therefore is not restricted to presenting both sides or all
the facts of an issue.
The term "yellow" journalism was coined during the Willidm Randolph Hearst and Joseph Pulitzer fight for circulation. In their battle,
Hea~st's. Journal and Pulitzer's World exploited crime news, scandal
and gossip, divorces and sex, and stressed disasters in their NEWS
REPORTING.
I suggest that the next time Mr. Moss writes a letter to the editor,
he research his terms a bit more. That effort would add considerably to
his credibility.
Dolores Wood

.

TEL AVIV (UPI) - David Carradine, star of the award-winning
television show about the ancient Chinese martial art of Kung Fu, had
his nose broken by his teacher while filming a scene for a new movie.
Carradine was shooting a scene for his new film "The Silent Flute,"
in the limestone caves of Bet Guvrin in the heart of Israel, when Kam
Yuen, teacher of the karate-like martial art hit him in the nose.
Doctors refused to let Carra dine back on the set until the nose was
set.
A production-set source said there would be a delay of one day
while the star recuperates.

In Public Appeal

Energy Support Sought
WASHINGTON
(UP!)
President Carter tried Tuesday to
arouse
public support for his
embattled energy-conservation
proposals, ·stressing in a televised
evening address the impact overconsumption may have on the
nation's economy and its world
leadership position.
Deputy press secretary Rex
Granum told reporters Carter had
gone through several drafts of the
speech he was scheduled to deliver
at 9 p.m. EST from the Oval
Office.
About 20 congressional leaders,
including members of the conference committee that is laboring·
over conflicting congressional
energy bills, were invited to, watch
the TV address in the White House
Roosevelt Room.
In a brief preview, Gqmum said
the speech"will outline the very
difficult choices which the Congress
faces on the energy plan in the next
few weeks."
"It makes a very strong point
that the energy problem is not one
of just diminishing resources in the
future," but rather a problem of
great magnitude today ... bccause of
: overabundant usc.''
He said Carter will try to per.suade the public that the energy
crisis "can continue to cause us
problems with our eonomic well
being," and embarking on a
"rational course is very important
to our international position."
Patrick Caddell, Carter's private
pollster, helped the President polish
his speech.
"He is, as he often does on
important occasions like this,
1]1aking some suggestions,' Granum
said.
Earlier in the day, Carter signed
into law a joint resolution approving the $14 billion Alcan gas
pipeline project.
When completed, the pipeline
will carry 3.5 billion cubic feet a
day .Q.f fl.laskan natural gas through .

Canada to the lower48 states.
A a cabinet room signing
ceremony, Carter said the 5,000
mile pipeline will be the largest
privately financed energy project
every undertaken, Even so, he said,
it will add only 5 per cent to the
nation's supply of natural gas.
"Ultin1ately, it will be our
willingness to consider solutions

z
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~
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like this that may well determine 8
this nation's ability to survive the ~
threats nosed hv the enerav ed,;," .:;;:
In other developments, Carter r
was expected Wednesday to unveil g.
a new urban assistance program to 9
be administered by the Federal ~
Home Loan Bank Board.
;;;
Thursday, he will hold a news 3
conference at 10:30 A.M. EST.
~
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And Special Guest Star

Mary MacGregor
Also Comedian

Billy Braver
Thursday Nov.l0/8/pm/Civic Auditorium
Tickets Available At:
•
•
•
•
A

Alb. Ticket Agency in Coronado Center (883-1080)
General Store Both Locations
LP Goodbuy Both Locations
The Candymen In Santa Fe
Blue Ice Production
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If you can't be at
South Station·
in Boston,
.,

ALL
LEVI'·S
by Garry Trudeau
IS f3R!CH's
POf?JRAITA
·!WRONG?

til&t.L1 ABC

Na.ustutU

come to Ned's.

lobo
men's
2120 Central S.E. • 243-6954
s h0 p iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iili'

Some places get to be famous just because it's fun to be there, South Station is one.
Ned's is another. 'People have known about Ned's for years. Famous for sandwiches,
good bands, super drinks, reasonable prices. Ned's has an inside lull of cozy booths,
and now an outside patio with cool shade, hanging plants and a fountain. And
there's Wednesday night at Ned's. And Friday afternoon, too,
Ned's is a good time. All the time, There's something lor everyone. Something for
you. There's no place like Jl:ed'sl

4200 Central S.E.
255-0462
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Coop, Mr. E' Lead Pack in. 1977-78 Hoop Season
I
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By !'ETEU MADUID
LOBO Sports Editor
Michael "Coop" Cooper and
Marvin "The Enforcer" Johnson,
co-captains for the 1977-78 Lobo
basketball team, are two of the
four starters head each Norm
Ellenberger has returing this year.
Cooper, all All-Western Athletic
Conference pick, and Johnson, are
joined by returning starters forward
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Willie Howard and center Jimmy
Allen .
Cooper, who averaged 15.1
points per game last season said,
"This year we're looking ahead
game by game. We're a more
improved team and we're looking
toward the season very positively."
Johnson, who averaged 19.8
points per game last year, is one of
six returning lettermen Ellenberger
is boatsing this season.
The remaining returning lettermen, besides Johnson, Cooper,
Allen and Howard, are Wil Smiley
and Mark Felix.
Moving up from the junior
varsity this year are Gregg
Polinsky, Lee Pro1ow, Mike
Stewart, and Jim Williams.
Two exciting junior college
transfers from Pensacola, Fla. J C
are guard Russell Saunders and
forward Phil Abney. One freshman, Phil Spadling of El Paso
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Parkland, rounds out the squad.
Saunders, a quick 5-10 junior
from Brooklyn, NY, said, "From
what I've seen in practice, we
should be a successful team. There.
is a good attitude on the team."
Abney, Saunders teammate at
Pensacola, Fla., whose team was
the fifth best JC team in the nation
last year, said, "Man, you haven't
seen anyone- who can handle the
baJI like Russell. He can take the
ball .down court by himself, and he
plays good offense."
A part time starter last season,
Smiley said, "Our concern this year
is to win. If l don't get the starting
position at center, I'll try for it, and
once I've got it, I'll hold it down."
Smiley led the Lobos last year in
blocked shots and shone brightly in
the Arizona road trip which earned
him WAC player of the Week.
At center, Allen showed signs of
pure inside brilliance. Stamina and
inside power hurt Allen last year
in the WAC. Allen returns this
season a more physical 6-9, 180
pounds
Howard, who dazzled the fans in
the Arena with his flying. onehanded dunks, is back again, and at
full strength. Howard was one of
Ellenb-erger's players who led the
Lobo fast break and should again
aid this year as Ellenberger will
have a run and gun team.
With Saunders at guard, UNM
figures to be super-quick. He,
Cooper, Felix, Polinsky an.d
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Head UNM Lobo Basketball Coach Norm Ellenberger

Stewart show the depth Ellenberger
has at the guard spot.
Ellenberger will rely on the speed
of Cooper, Saunders and Felix, the
muscle of Stewart, and the shooting
of Polinsky.·
Gone from the guard spot this
season is Steve Davis who will be
helping Ellenberger as a graduate
assistant coach.
Davis said, "This team has the
potential to go a long way, I'm
proud to still be a part of it. I'll
miss playing, but l feel l can redirect my energy in helping the
team from a coaching standpoint. I
felt like ending my playing days."
"Steve knows and the loves the
game," Ellenberger said. "I know
he'll be an assest to the program.
He has great enthusiasm and
knowledge of the game."
Davis played in 61 games for
Ellenberger and scored 189 points.
He was named Motorbody by his
teammates
Depth, by no means, ends at the
guard spot. It continues to the
'"'~ forward and center position.
Allen, Smiley and Jerome
Shanks, who became eligible last
spring semester, are all physical
men with towering bodies.
With this height the 'Pack had
last year, rebounding was a trouble
spot in Ellenberger's game plan.
"Right now," Ellenberger said,
"there are two or three glaring
weaknesses, and one of them is
rebounding. We have yet to come

up with catalyst of whatever it takes
to make us a rebounding team."
Bolstering the forward spot this
year are Abney, Howard, Johnson,
Prolow, and Williams. Abney,
Howard, and Johnson are excellent
jumpers and their shooting go
without saying.
"Hopefully," Ellenberger said,
"depth is one of our stronger
points. We're covered in most every
position with experience. We have
people that are nearly of equal
abilities, but you really can't tell
what you have in the trenches until
the war begins."
Ellenberger said, this year he's
planning the game around team
quickness.
"We can have five men on the
floor that can be as quick as anyone
we play," he said.
The other weakness Ellenberger
talked about was the defense.
Ellenberger said, ''Early in

practice, the defense, esp~cially a r·
man to man, can be the toughest
thing a team can adapt to.''
But as the season progresses,
Ellenberger sees the defense to
stabilize.
The Lobos open their season on
Nov. 18 in an exhibition game
against the Cuban National Team
in the arena.
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Co-captain Marvin Johnson, 65 forward.
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JC Transfer Russell Saunde~s
Pensacola Fla., 5-10 guard.
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Whisenant, Assistant
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Davis,
Assistant Coach.

Coach

Graduate

Jimmy Allen, 6-9 center.
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Rick
Assistant Coach.

Mark Villareal, Manager.
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• Super Beef
• Super HQm
• Super Turkey.

~

Three New Hot So.ndwiches with
Roo.st Beef, Ho.m, or Turke.Y
melted Cheese & Seso.me Seed

~

Bun

~

t~
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FREE
French Fries
wit h Purchase of an_y Super Sandwich

~

Lower~~l2w~!~Union
Offer Good Nov.9- Nov. 11

Mark Felix, 6-2 guard.

,
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Mike Stewart, 6-3 guard.

Jerome Shanks, 6-8 center.
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Willie Howard, 6-8 forward.

Graduate
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Lee Profow, 6-7 forward.
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Jim Williams, 6-7 forward.
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Phil Spradling, 6-3 guard.

I

Gregg Polinsky, 6-3 guard.
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The Sour Turns to Sweet
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''Starting Point "!David Bowie/l.,ondon LC 50()0.
"In the Beginning"!Genesis/London LC 50006

Frederick: His Ch.emlstry Is His music
By ltOBIN McKINNEY
Kurt Frederick is' delighted to

take visitors into his home and talk
to them about opera, about

teaching and even about his own at UNM.
30-year career as a music professor
In October Frederick won the
1977 Governor's Award in the Arts
for his contributions to music in
New Mexico.
Although retired from his post at
UNM since 1972, he is always busy.
His current project is conducting
the Albuquerque Opera Theatre's
production of Guiseppe Verdi's La
Traviata to be presented at Popejoy
Hall on Nov.ll and 12.
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La Casa Del Sol
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Wednesday Nov. 9

Tamales
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ThursdayNov.10

Tostadas
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Friday Nov. 11
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Buy One, Get one FREE
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I

Green Enchiladas
with Sour Cream

Visit us on the top
floor of the New Mexico Union
Nuestro Casa Su Casal

~

Frederick's great courtesy,
modesty
about
his
accomplishments and the way he

a very expensive prostitute who
lived in Paris over a century ago.
When the opera was first staged
in 1852, Frederick said, "People,
particularly married women, were
upset that this subject was brought
before the public.
"In the first production,
Violetta, who was supposed to be
young and beautiful and dying of
tuberculosis, was played by a wellnurtured, typically buxom Italian
soprano and people started to
laugh,"
But when the opera was staged
the following year it was a success
and has been ever since.
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In The Student Union Building Basement
Friday~ l\Tove~nber

11
PSSST% The lVord's Out About One Of
The Hottest Bauds Around

CUi 11~11
IIIII! !ILl
and

SatuJ.•day, l\Tove~nber 12
Cosutic Interplanetary Fuuli: With

.IPICIIIIUCI
IHII IPII I! I:St P.JI.
Adtuissiou Prices
Students 81.00 each
(With J.D., Plus One Guest)
Public 82.00 ·each

The Albuquerque production will
be sung in English, Violetta being
played by Donna McRae, a voice
teacher in UNM' s music dept.
·A. V. Wall, choral director at
Sandia High School, will sing the
part of her lover, Alfredo, and
Richard Schwoebel, a phyisicist at
Sandia Laboratories, will play his
father.
Two UNM students, Robin
Hoard and Mark Mouchette, will
sing in the production.
· Verdi was one of the first
composers to write music which fit
the opera's plot and had some
continuity and was also a pioneer in
writing operas about subjects other
than kings, princes and classical
gods. ·
Frederick has made a career of
involving students in musical
(~::ont. on

"Heroes" /David Bowie /RCA
AFLJ-2522

Uy(;EORGE.GESNER
England Dan and John Ford
Coley have risen from an obscure
talented outfit to a commercially
successful and talented group and
their history will unfold Thursday
night, Nov. 10, at the Civic
Auditorium.
The duo's first claim to fame was
in
a group called Southwest·
F.O.B. out of Texas who broke into
the national charts with a song
called "Smell of Incense" which
also was sort of a cull song when I
attended junior high school in the
late 60's.
Dan and John broke in on their
own in the early 70's with some
excellent albums that unfortunately
did not make them overnight
successes. Harmonies touched with
an acoustical instrumental flavor
brought the duo into the music
business spotlight at least.
It seemed like these guys were out
of the swing of things for a long
time until they burst into the scene
in 1976 with two Parker McGee
songs, "I'd Really Love To See
You Tonight" and "Nights are
Forever Without You.''
For those who like the soft
harmonies and those who like the
hard-rock edge to their music,
England Dan and John Ford Coley
should be able to satisfy all your
musical needs.
Opening the concert will be
comedian Billy Braver, He is a
common occurrence on the Midnight Special and has also appeared
BILLY BRAVER

po.gttll)

SUB Films dt a Glo.nce
Tonight at 7 and_9 p.m. the film A Sense of Loss, a 1922 film directed by
Marcel Ophuls wtll be presented. A Sense of Loss is a humanistic
documentary on the violent turmoil in Northern Ireland. The Irish civil
warfare becomes the framework for the very moving personal dramas
which attempt to make politics understandable in human terms.
·
Thursday at 7 and 9:15 p.m. Closely Watched Trains a 1967 film
directed by Jiri Me.nzel will be p_resented. Winner of the i967 academy
award for best foretgn language ftlm, Closely Watched Trains is perhaps
the finest film to emerge from. the brief Czech new wave. This comedytragedy centers around the commg of age, both politically and sexually of
a clumsy, 17-year-old boy who is an apprentice at a train station in Nazi
occupied Czechoslovakia.
·
Friday at 7 and. 9:15 p.m. a musical, Gold Diggers of 1935, directed by
Bus.by Berkeley ,wtll be pr_esented. Though the dramatic segments are weak
at ttmes, Busby s often btzarre and always dazzling musical sections more
than c?mpensate. !his film is .more about visual abstraction, fantasy and
sexuality than mustc.
. Saturday at 7 and 9:1.5 p.m. the 1946 version of Beauty and the Beast,
dtrected .by French ~oet Jean Cocteau will be presented. Beauty and the
. lism quite effectively in the story of a
Beast ~mxes symbohsm and
beauty s growtng love for a phystcally ugly, yet humanly loving beast.

For Genesis, 111 the Beginning is a fond memory.
The songs come from an album previously released in
1969 and 1974 as an album called from Genesis to
Revel11tion. The team of Peter Gabriel, Anthony
Phillips, Anthony Ban~s, Michael Rutherford and
John Sliver succeeded in putting a smile on my face.
The music is technically sound and the tunes are
pure and appealing. If one had to compare this album
to atl)' other major force in that period of time, the
name of Moody Blues would immediately come to
mind. Best cuts are "Where The Sour Turns to
Sweet," "In the Beginning," "Fireside Song.," "The
Serpent" and "One Day." B plus.

A True Life H.eto

The Knights of Forever

.t****************************t•.

Another Hot Weeli:.end In The

By GEORGE GESNER
London Records has a special collector's series of
some very prominent musical performers in their
infant years. For some it may prove embarrassing,
others a fond memory.
For David Bowie Starting Point
is an embarrassment. There are some good musical ideas on
this disc, but it all gets disguised by the nonsensical
childplay on the album. Nasal crooning, sneezing,
sour trumpets and qther distracting aberrations trap
the listener in a ball of confusion, Best cuts are "We
Are Hungry Men" and "The Laughing Gnome." D.

England Dan ~nd John Ford Coley

dresses formally in coat and tie,
even in his own home, are
reflections of his European
background.
In his living room, surrounded by
oriental carpets, African violets and
a well-polished piano, he spoke of
his role in the Albuquerque Opera
Theatre.
Dr. Edward Peter, former
chairman of the UNM surgery dept.
initiated the theatre as an outlet for
local opera talent but Frederick
conducted the first opera five years
ago and has conducted most
productions since.
He said this production should be
particularly successful since "La
Traviata" is one of the world's
most popular opera's.
La Traviata, Frederick explained, means ''the fallen
woman." Its heroine, Violetta, was

-

t

on the Tonight Show, Dinah and
Merv Griffin. He has a style about
him that creates a warm emotional
link between himself and the
audience.
Sandwiched in Thursday night
will be the gentle songstress Mary
McGregor who is best known for
her big hit this year, "Torn Between Two Lovers."

Summer Love
"I Remember Yesterday" I Donna
Summer/ Casablanca NBLP7056

By RICHARD HUGHES
After making his name in
England, David Bowie rocketed
upon America sure to be a star.
Well, the rocket was a fizzier.
In desperation Bowie released
some oldies, Pin-Ups, and a soul
album, Young Americans -- the
latter finally sending him to the top
of the charts, but both -alienating
former devotees.
It now appears that Bowie has
forgotten the charts, and is finally
back to a musical phase, having
now released three successive
albums that reek with "Bowie".
The newly released "Heroes"
follows the path Bowie has made
with Station to Station and Low,
which successively veered farther
and farther from the mean of the
pop scene. Instead of the fantasy
space themes used during the early
70's, "Heroes", like his other
recent albums, tends to present the
realistic side of the rocket-hence
the lack of sugar-coating that
spread his popularity to the Donny
and Marie set.
Like Bowie's best, "Heroes"

requires some getting used to. The
best example being the blalently
psychotic lyrics and melodies. The
first side has some clamorous
rockers in addition to the title cut,
while side two is more reserved and
moslly instrumental. Opening cuts
on both sides are potent.
Bowie has made a career of
crossbreeding, experimenting with,
and traumatizing musical conventions. His influence is often seen
in so-called "innovative" releases.
"Heroes" has its share of new
twists, including some sour spots,
but compared to the artless crankem-out mentality prevalent today,
it rates quite favorably.

Donna Summer is a busy lady.
No sooner does one feel the warmth
and love of I Remember Yesterday,
when she already comes up with a
new double album soon to be
reviewed.
I sometimes get perturbed with
the "disco" label that always gets
attached to Ms. Summer and this
album is proof that her talents can
go beyond that.

Summer belts it out in the funky
cut, "Black Lady" and then settles
down with a tender ballad called
"Can't We Just Sit Down". My
Favorite cuts are the popular single
"I Feel Love" featuring the synthesizer of producer Giorgio
Moroder and ''Take Me", a
beautiful song that could drive any
man to follow that sugeestion.
Donna Summer is a beautiful
lady with talent and style. A minus.

Celebrating the Desert
Sower, a duo consisting of Charles Maxwell and Kelly Cargo from
Waldo, New Mexico, will bring their homespun music to Popejoy Hall this
Sunday night at 8 p.m. Bonnie Bluhm, who appeared on the KRST
Enchantment Album last year with her song ''Under the Blue Skys of New
Mexico" will make a guest appearance.
Sower has just released an album, Sower, on Grand Trine Records. All
the songs on the album are written by Maxwell and Cargo. The duo will be
backed by Dennis Knicely on hand drums, Pick Pruett on lead guitar, Rob
Mabee playing violin, John Bon bass, and Rayha (a seven-year-old Waldo
resident) on flute.
The show and music is called "a celebration of the desert.'' The tickets
a~e $5 for the public and $4 for students. Tickets are available at all
Ttcketmaster locations.

Christmas

BOOK

SALE

~o.c,-·"""'-" ov

14-18
8am-5pm

UNMPress

220 Journalism Building
(comer of Yale & Cell Ira/)
See Our Ad In 1'/wrsclay:, Lobo

Unique Career In

NUCLEAR POWER
For A Unique Individual

I

The field of Nuclear Power is one of the keys to our
nation's energy,problems. If you are a college senior with a
least 1 year of college physics and mathematics through
Integral calculus, you may qualify for a rewarding and
challenging career In Nuclear Power with unlimited advancement opportunity and unusually attractive benefits
Including:
• Training salary of 112,500; double your salary in 4 years
• Free medical, dental care
• 30 days paid vacation annually
• Financed graduate program available
• Excellent retirement available
• Free vacation travel available
• Select positions available for college juniors
which pay up to '6,000 the senior year
Sign up for a personal interview at the placement office 29·
30 Nov. or send resume to Nuclear Power Manager, P.O.
Box 8667, Albuquerque, NM 87108

By GEORGE GESNER

A nostalgic mood descends on to
the title track taking one back to big
bands era. "Love's Unkind" has an
old blues progression sounding very
familiar to the style the Angels were
famous for in "My Boyfriend's
Back."
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Are You Planning
to Learn to Ski
Second Semester?
Get much more skiing for your money by buying season
ski and tram tickets now. Save approximately 10% by
buying before November 30. Remember, ... no waiting to
purchase daily tickets and more time on the slopes. If you
are taking the second semester ski course you will save a
lot of money by buying a season ticket now.

• Master Charge • American Express • Visa

SANDIA PEAK
Albuquerque
No. 10 Tramway Loop NE Phone 296-9585
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Mike Williams; A Gentle Giant

By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
The pounding of the pads had
stopped and as the llghts dimmed
on the University Stadium field, in
a room not far away sat a man.
The sweat trickled off his

r

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

handsome face onto his turquoise
jersey.
The number read 40, but to the
17,000 persons who watched him
perform the man inside was number
one.
Mike Williams became the only
man in Lobo history to have two
1,000 yard seasons and for the
second time this year he has been
named Daily LOBO Player of the
'
week.
"I'm not special. I'm just
Mike," he said.
"It's a nice feeling, when people
are aware of who you are, but I
don't let it go to my head. I just like
to be Mike," he said.Perhaps he is just Mike, just a
football player, but Mike the
football player has rushed for well
over 2,000 yards in three seasons,
and he has one more year to go.
But there was a time when
"Everybody stopped talking to
me," Williams said.
In his senior year in high school
he suffered a strained knee ligment
which kept him out of half the
season.
"Before I got hurt, a lot of
schools were after me, inviting me
to their campus and everything,"
Williams said.
But after the injury only Texas

TYPING SERVICE
• 'Professional
• Reasonable
• IBM Selectrics
268.8515
Kinko's
2312 Central

The University of New Mexico
Literary/Arts Magazine
Advisory Board
is now accepting applications
for the position of

Editor-In-Chief
Applications will be reviewed by the Advisory board:
Rudy Anaya- Creative Writing Department
Gene Fruin kin- Creative Writing Department
Rod Lazorik- Art Department
Mickie McConnell - Art Department
Marta Weigle- Student Publications Board
and the magazine interim staff.
Selected applicants will be interviewed by tbe advisory Board at
10:00 a.m. Wednesday, November 16 in Marron Hall room 104.
1\pplications are available in Marron Hall room 105
between 8:30a.m. and 4:30p.m. daily.
Deadline for returning applications to Marron Hall room 105
is 12:00 noon Thiusday, November 10.

Tech, New Mexico State and New
Mexico were left for him to choose
from.
But Las Cruces was too small, he
said, and he didn't particularly
care for Lubbock, so UNM won by
default.
Williams said, "I'm settled down
here. If I would leave it would be to
my disadvantage. I'm here to

stay,"

deegree," Williams said,
He said, "I'd like to work in
public relations some day."
And what does Williams think of
a certain segment of the public,
who know him well, namely the
fans?
"Fans are fans. When you're
winning they're with you. That's
just part of football," he said.
And of those who know him even
better, his teammates?

Williams said he heard a rumor
Oklahoma State wanted to give him
a scholarship for this year but he
"We've got some very good
did not bother to check it out . talent on this team ... talent that can
because, he said, "I saw no reason play anywhere," he said.

to."

Williams who bursts through
lines with the finess of a tank
remembers his freshman season
when he rushed for 511 yards.
"The game I remember best W<IS
my first major college game over
I 00 yards. They (Arizona) were
ranked 12th in the nation and we
beat them. I was really happy," he
said.
He also remembers the game
against Colorado State last year
when he was given the wrong-sized
shoes.
"They finally gave me some ne
shoes, but it's hard to break in a
new pair of shoes. It was like
running on concrete grass. I was
sliding over the field," he
remembered.
''I'll try almost anything once
and if it appeals to me I'll do it
again," Williams said.
"Athletes should strive in their
studies," he said.
"I'd like to play professional
football, but I might get in a car
accident and lose my leg. I want to
leave
this university with a

"I'm just a runner. Without that
offensive line I'm nothing. They do
a great job and never get any
recognition , "Williams said.
He said. "Now we're beginning

f
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to know each other, beginning to
get the special feeling you need to
have."
"I admire any coach," Williams
said, "We have some good coaches
on our staff. They make the attempt to get everything out in the
open," he said.
. "There have been times this
season when I've been discouraged.
I say 'Mike, you're not playing to
your ability' then I sit down and
analyze what I've been doing
wrong," Williams said.
"Every football player has his
ups and downs. I guess its the law
of averages," he said.

•
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"I can't believe in that ego trip
business. I hate guys like that. I'm
nobody special. I'm just Mike," he
said.

The La TtQviata Project

(cont. f,om pag• 8)

Wednesday: ffio.tcel Ophul:s documento.ty
on ltelo.nd

A Sense of Loss

Thursday: Closely Watched Trains
7:00 o.nd 9:15

The Union

Mike Williams, LOBO Player of the Week.

Fern Harriers Qualify

A gamble made by UNM
women's cross-country coach Tony
Sandoval, paid off Saturday in
Logan, Utah as three women
harriers qualified for the national
meet and the team finished a strong
·third.
Sandoval decided the women
would not run in any meets a month
prior to Saturday's regional meet in
order that they could train steadily
for this big meet.
"I gambled that we could train
hard for regionals in October and
the girls came through," Sandoval
said.
Freshman Janet Wroblewski
finished 6th on the three mile
course in a time of 19:05.
Susie Vigil, 9th with a 19:19 time,
and Virginia Middleton, 17th with a
20:03 time, also qualified for the
nationals meet in Texas on Nov. 12.
Wroblewski said, "I was real
excited, I was a little nervous, I
went in for the experience."
Wroblewski has been the leading
cross-country runner for UNM all
season.
She said she still feels no pressure

.

on her to do well in every meet
despite her fine start.
"I'm really relaxed. I want to
just keep on doing what I'm
doing," she said.
Susie Vigil said, "We trained
really hard for a month and after all
that time it really made me want to
run."

"I wasn't putting any limitations
on the kind of race I wanted to run,
but I didn't want any pressure
either," she said.
"I'd like to get my time down
into the IS's. I've· been coming

along gradually," Vigil said.
Middleton had to fight off a
challenge from a couple of other
runners to earn an invitation to the
national meet.
Sandoval said, "I knew she had
to run a really good race to make it.
She got psyched up and it made the
difference."

sub

TheQtte

performances since he came to New
Mexico in 1942. He started the first
all-student symphony orchestra,
chamber orchestra and choral
organization.
Frederick graduated from the
Academy of Music in Vienna, and
in 1938 left Europe because of the
political situation. After working as
a professional musician in New
York, he came west looking for a
place where he could study
chemistry and support his family by
teaching music.
He thought he would be happier
with a career in science, but found
music was his first love.
Admission for the current
performance of La Traviata
compares favorably to that of a
movie or game, he pointed out.
Ticket prices range from $4.50 to
$10, less a $1 student discount, and
are available in advance or at the
door of Popejoy Hall.

I

Photos

By
Phyllis
Kush net

Patty Kaufman did not qualify
but was the most improved Lobo as
she finished in a 21:17 time. Cindy
Ashby finished behind her in 37th
place.

Ruggers Place Third
At Union Finals
The UNM rugby team
travelled to El Paso last Saturday
where it completed its fall season at
.500 aiid tied for third place in the
union.
UNM played El Paso first in a
very uneventful game. El Paso
soundly defeated UNM 20-0.

the ASUNM Speakers Committee
presents
author, educator, poet, essayist

Dr. N. Scott Momaday
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize in Fiction for House Made of Dawn
Voted Indian of the Year in 1969
Author of The Journey Of Tai-Me and The Way To Rainy Motintain
Topic: "Tribalism and Modern Society"

Tuesday Nov. 15, 8:00pm Woodward Hall
Tickets: In advance $3.00 & $1.50 at all Ticketmaster locations
or: At the door $3.50 gen. public & $1,75 students

However, El Paso went on to an
undefeated day and won the 1977
Rio Grande Union Championship.
Later, UNM defeated Mesilla
Valley of Las Cruces by the score of
18-0. UNM took the lead when
Mike Kramer caught a kick and
eluded three defenders with a
sudden burst of speed to score the
first try. Paul Brown later added a
second score when he recovered a
loose ball and scampered the 30
yards to the try zone. Wink Donnell
converted, and the halftime score
was 10-0.
Mesilla Valley scored its lone try
and converted soon into the second
half making the score I 0-6.
However, Wink Donnell soon put
the game out of reach by scoring
back-to-back try. One try came on
a pass from Bernie Ditenhoffer; the
other came when hr rec~ive the ball
from the UNM serum and burot
into the try zone.
U NM Rugby coach Harvey
Alexander said he was pleased with
the over-all performance ·of his
team on the year .•
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PERSONALS

Will the follow in~ people contact Clnsslnc~ Advettls·
ing, Marron Hull, Rm •
or ~all 27N~56. IM·
l'ORTIINT lnformntlon awAits you. Elizabeth
lludtl, Kevin l)olan, Altm Dum1u, .Hd Lopez, Terry
McCabe, llrad McDowell, Chri~torher Miller, Joel
Olson, Carol or Cathy Paveletlch, David Shuw,
Steve Smiih, Tom Wagers, Susan Walton, Patti
I Jill
Watlon.
ACCURATE INFORMATION ADOUT contraception, stcrlllzntion, abortion. Right to Choose, 2940171'
1213
Greedy? Make it to Ned's on W~dncsdays for their
Special Drink Night I
1119
CONTACTS?? Polishing & solutiorts, Casey Oplical
Company, 255·8736,
tfn
~IBEHIAN I-lUSKY NEEDS goad loving home with
lots of r()om, Cull aftcr6 a.m. 268·1082.
I 1/11
l'ASSPORT, JMMIOR/\TION, I,D, photo.1. LoweM
prices in town. Fnst, pleasing. Call 265-2444 or
Cllme to 1717 Girurd NE.
ll/18
WH()LE WHEAT PIZZA with mushroom topping
for !IICel. Wed. Nov. 9, Perry's Pi~za, 2004 Central
SE. Acro~s from UNM. Thick square pizza by the
slice t111d pan.
11/9
GAY l.IIIERATION CLUil starting Thur~. 7·12
p.m.; Sun. 2-10 p.m. Guys only, 255-4409. 11/22
NESSUNO FA I.E PIZZE COME NUNZIO - No
one mukcs plllu like Nunzlo's, 107 Cornell SE,

.10'

II I IS

El. VIS WADE rc·livcl lllvis Presley In concert: Fri·
day, December 2, 1977, 7:30 p.m.; Albuquerque
Civic Auditorium. Tickets av~ilablc at nil Ticket·
master outlets.
ll/Jj

(

l·

I·

I

I.
1

2.

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 23),
nM90~

I

I
I

.

~

I.OST: reversible jacket beige canvas, brown-beige
wpot plaid, Elasticized waist belt, $20.00 reward.
2(,6·9415. Just wuntthe jac~et.
11/11
FOUND: ncar book,torc, man's jacket. Claim Rm.
105, Marron Hall.
II/II
LOST: thin gold elwin, vicinity Johnson (iym,
Reward, 268·72M.
ll/14
LOST: 12-week orange Slriped male cat. On
('oh1mbin Sti. Call 255-8872; owner suffering
.1cvcredcpresslon.
11/14
FOUND: keys In ash tray In Mitchell Hall, IJ/7,
Claim Mnrron Hull: Hm. lOS.
11/16

3.
I

LOST AND YOUND

SERVICES

QA TYPINO SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorlnl system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts& tables. 345-2125.
12/2
J..SAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. l'reparc now.
Coli PENM 842·5200.
tfn
TYPING: MA, English, on-campus. 296-8564.
fs
SEIIVE In the Peace Corps, Ortcga233. 277-5907, fs
El>lTORIAI. ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
reports, proposals, scripts. Frauenglass Associates,
344·8344.
11/18
EXPERT TYPING, 266·4567,
11/16
CLASSICAL GUll'AR LESSONS, Segovia method,
Beginners welcome, 266·9291,
II /10
AIKIDO LESSONS. Martial Art - Medltnlion.
Sandia Judo Clubs, 255-4629,
11/1 I
TYPIST llXPERIENCED. Medical, legal, opprnisols, manuscripts, gcncrol, 266-4770.
11/14
JEWELRY -precious stones complimented w/sllvcr
or gold, custom mode. Call 277-4891. Ideal for
Christmn!>.gifts.
II/IS
TYPING, lst quality, 883-7787.
tfn

4.

HOUSING

SIIALAKO INN ha~ delu~c cfficiendes from
$145.00, utilities paid. City bus service down
Central availnble. Apartment Includes modern
kitchen. Lounge, restaurant & swimming pool on
prcmiles. 12901 Central NE. 299·0434.
12/2
SIIAREl .EXPENSES with a friend. Spacious 2
b~rnl., quiet Nt:i Height~ neighborhood. Walk or
bike tu UNM. 898-9212.
11/9
WAl.K TO CLASS. $85,00, I bedroom, utilities
paid. Fenced yard. 262-1751, Volley tlenlals.
$30.00 fee.
U/9

..
Dl?rv ~~n

?-----~---~

HAY A 'r SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone 296-8568

THREE DI,OCI(S to. UNM. Cozy I bedroom,
$12~.00. 262-1 iS I, Valley Rentals. $30,00 fcc, 11/9
ROOM & BOARD: responsible female to llve.in
(private bedroom/bath), & cure for 2 children, ages
7 & 9, 2:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m., Monda)' - Friday,
en<J of November thru May, llomc 3 blocks from
UNM. 265·5318.
11/9
WANTED: female Interested In taking over lease (or
spring semester at the College Inn, !(arcn, 2428798.
11/10
SPACIOUS NEW EFFICIENCY; utilities paid,
$105,00. One mile from UNM. 243·0874 eves.
11/15

5.

FORSALE

MAX ELl. UD C-90 cnssclles, $3.00 ~ach. Minimum
orllcr six. Free leGal ~elivery same week, Firefly,
!lox 7583,.87104, 256-1495.
12/2
20 USED PORTABLE TV's. $)0,00 to $60.00, 441
Wyoming NE,•255·5987,
l/27
SINGER FUTU}lA zig1.ag ~cWhJg machine. Top of
li11e still guaranteed. Alllo, bobbin winder, comptn~rlzcd buttonholer, .IOO's of fancY stitches. Reg,
$800,00; now$1SO.OO cash. 821·4256.
11/14.
OIAL·O·MATIC zig.zag sewing machine, makes
buuonholcs, sews ort buuons, monograms, without
ullachmcnts. $27.00 and take machine. 268·4393,
11/15
SONY C-60 cassette tapes. Unheard of value, 12 for
$12,()0. HI·Fl flouse, 255·1694, 3011 Monte Vista
NE.
IIIII
NEW SONY TRINATRON. Unclaimed lny-a.way,
Color TV, brand new, gu~ratHee, no down pay.
ment. $7.75 per month till balance Is pald off. 2665871.
II/I 5
DUE TO DIVORCE. Will sacrifice equity, Red
Classic Ill and ntlachmcnts, Assume payments of
$7.00 month, new guarantee. 266-587,2,
11115
PIONEER REPOSSESSED STEREO, Complete
.>tcreo system, full sized turntable, big speakers, big
AM/FM stereo, tape player. Assume payments,,
$7,82 per month, 268·4394,
ll/15
IIEST FOR LOWEST. Hitachi D·220 casselle deck
w/Dolby, S11pcrior specs. $159,99. J-tJ.Fi House,
215-1694, 3011 Monte Vista NE.
11/ll
TOP DOGS: female, red & tan Dobcrmann puppies,
$30.00. Male, $50.00. 265-9423.
11116
CASH I' AID for bas~ball cards. Richard, 299·4687.
ll/10
MONSTER SALE. Now in progms at UNM Bookstore- books, records, gifts, supplies!
11/10
THE GOLD STREET CIRCUS - Inventory, fix·
tures, etc,, Excellent business opportunity. Contnet
Century-21 Action Realty, 881-6446,
11/9
1965 l'LY SW, Loa~ed, dependable, $500.00. 8778072.
ll/9
CUSTOM WOOD FRAME mirrors. Great X·mas
gift. 877'8072 after Sp.m.
11/9
USilD STRAIGHTOltAIN BRIARS: better than•
new! Finest hand-craftsmanship by Europe's best.
Ask about it at Pipe& Tobacco Road, 107 Cornell
SE,
11/ll
1975 YAMAHA DT4001l Enduro motorcycle. Excellent condition, low mileage, $750.00. 298·0735.
11/10
MINOLTA 101 SRT, 58mm F l.41cns. Includes case,
111tcrs, electronic nash & charger, $150,00. Call
Mike, 277-4045 days, or 1826 Mesa Vista NE after
s.
11/10
SELMER SIGNET OllOE- make offer. 881·1046.
11/10
ON CAMPUS RESERVED PARKING, paved lot.
S1.SO remainder of semester. $20.00 spring
semester, C111l Mike, 277-4045 days, or 1826 Mesa
Vlsta NE after S.
11/10
GERRY YEAR ROUND II pack tent, $100.00, 2980837.
11/10
19M DO DOE DART. $500.00, 265·8203.
IIIII
ONE PAIR lfadc-ln Dose SOl speakers. $85.00/ea,
UI·Fi House, 2S5·1694,301l Monte Vista NE.
IIIII
STEREO KENWOOD- PIONEER- DUAL, one·
year-old. Cost S8JS.OO new, Offer over $450.00,
420 FxnanolaSE Ant.A.
IIIII

CROss:coUNTRY SKHNG & expcllition tent: like
new. 898·7429.
. 11/9
PANASONIC AM·FM STEREO receiver & R·tmck
player, $150,00 or best offer. CAll ~66-0770, S·ll
p.m.
11/14
HARRIS TWEED sport coats; highest quality wool,
from $50.00 plus, Silks, beads, leathers, imported
ciQthing, Freed Co., 415 Central Ave., NW, Albuquerque, N.M.
11/21
EKTA·SOUND CAMERA & PROJECTOR, Never
used, $250.00 for both, Call265-4836, ·
ll/30
TICKETS to Bl~is Presley's number one.lmpresslonist'"Eivis Wade" in concert Friday, December 2,
19771 7:30 p,m,; Albuquerque Civic Au~ltorium.
Ticket6 .available at all Ticket master outlets. 11/15

6.

t:yeglasses or Contact Lenses
One day service, quality and
style at reasonable wst

Casey Optical Co.
(.\'nt duor to CaYf1.J R~tu/J IJmj_!)

Lomas at Washington

OLDTOWN

TD'DAY'S- CROSSIDBD PUZZLE

EMPT.OVMENT

47 Tranquil
49 Did some
1 Be full
gardening
5Asa
51 Buttresses
companion 54 Kitchen
of
accessory
9----- Tuck
58 Fiber knot
14 Buffalo of
60---- cap
India
61 Kind of
15 Opinion
triangle
16 Forward
63 Diminutive
movement
suffix
17 Small boys 64 Harmonize
18 Of language 65 German
20 "----this
kinQ
•
moment"
66 Predatory
21, Sp. article
onset
22 Surgical
67 Gas pipes
threads
68 Conjunction
23 Furnish new 69Weaver's
equipment
reed
25 Records the
DOWN
speed of
1 Genghis
27 Flower
Khan
extract: Var.
follower
29 Was a guide
2 Blot out
'30 Method
34 Acknowle~ge 3Epoch
termination:
36 Beguiled •
4 words
38 Waffle
4 Maladjusted
additive:
person
Var.
5 Volition
39 WW-11
6 Blockhead
group: 2
7 Physical
words
property: 2
42 lt. coins:
words
Var.
SWitch
43 Flight unit
91nsects
44 Took on
10 Color
food
11 Against
45 French
state
12 Opposed:
46 Heart
Dial
ACROSS

TRAVEL

RIDilS TO NYC weekly, $55.00. lTC, 255-6830.
ll/11
RIDES TO L..A. & SAN FRANCISCO wcc~ly,
$39.00. lTC, 255·6830.
11/11
<;OING l'Lt\Ct:S FOR THANKSGIVING OR
CIIIUSTMAS? Advertise your desllnatlon In the
LOIIO's'fnvel secllnn.l77-5656
1111 I

8.

Mallen ~f Hand Mocle
Indian Je_,elry

255-63m!l

Work in the PEACE CORPS. Ortega 233. 2775907. fs
WANTED PART TIM!; help as Security Guards.
1212
Hours flexible. Call S.l.A., 242-5261.
OVERSEAS JOBS • summer/year-round, Europe, S,
America, Australia, Asia, etc. All nelds, $500$1200 monthly, Expenses paid, sightseeing, Free in·
formation- write International Job Center, Dept.
Nil, Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704,
11/4
ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately! Work at
home - no experience necessary - excellent pay.
Write American Service, 8350 -Park Lane, Suite
269, Dallas, TX 75231.
11/16
CHELSEA STREET PUB BEATS the new minimum
wage, Kitchen help starting pay $2.65/hr. Waiter &
waitress openings available, super pay- super tips.
Apply in person, Coronado Center. Part or full
time, day or night shifts.
1211
EARN UP to $5.00 an hour selling SEERS Weekly.
Cnll247-l518,
11/9
TEMPORARY PART TIME employment: Stay-InSchool Program, Kirtland AFB. Jobs include:
engineering aides, math aides, physical science
aides, clerks & clerk-typists. Pay: $2.30/hr ••
$4.28/hr. Apply through Work-Study Office, Mesa
VIsta Hall. Kirtland Is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
12/2
NEEDED DAYTIME package store help; must be 21
or over. Apply4200 Central SE.
11/JO
PART TIME HELP NEEDED. $400.00 monthly.
Cull 881·4585, 1·3 p.m. only,
ll/14
PART TIME WORK -can be arranged around your
schedule. Lunch hours required II :30- I:30. Apply
Dcr Wicncrschnltzcl, 6901 Lomas NE.
Jl/14

7.

CoVered
WV'agon

UNITED Feature SyndicatE

13 Papers
marked
"paid":
Abbr.
19 Secondhand
24 Discussions
26 Press, TV,
etc.
28 Robot
drama
30 Missing in
action:
Abbr.
31 Serving to
adorn
32 Tubular
passage
33 Foil's relative
34 Stare at
35 Habeas cor~
pus, e.g.

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE! FREE! FREEl Outdoor portrait, Sx7 double·
weight. Absolutely no strings attached) UNM stU·
dents, faculty, staff or immediate family (J.D.
required). Sunday, November 13, 10 n.m. to 4 p.m.
Come to A·Photographer, 1717 Girard lllvd, NE,
just north of lnidun School Rd., opposite the Alba·
qucrque Tennis Club. Dogs, cats, pets welcome.
11/11
2 ADORABLE KITTENS. Free to loving owncr(s}.
247-3493.
, IllS
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Good food. Car·
retctl, air conditioning, Apnrtmcnt style living, 303
Ash NE, 243-2881.
11/9

j;Jtlfl~J:9J:SMJ:Slt6:JI&Jtlfl-.
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Christmas I
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BOOK W
SALE I
Nov 14-181
8am-5pm I

22~~~::~~~~g II

(comer of Yale & Central)

M See Our Ad In Thursday's Lobo

I

COPIES
Overnight
3Y2cea
4csameday
No Minimum

KINKO'S.
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515
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New MexicO Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
..
, under the heading
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4. Housing;
(circle one): 1. Personals;
5. For Sale;
6, Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous. ·

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
I5c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Tenus Cash in advance

Enclosed$ _ _ Placed by _ _ _ _ _ Telephone

Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:30 l) ..N1.
Monday thru Friday
Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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37 Plant new
seed
38 Punishment
medium
40Corrode
41 Command to
a dog
46 Gazelle
48Fanciers
49 Deals out
50 Greek letter
52 Bind again
53 Shabby
54 Metric unit
55 Latvian city
56 Preface to
culture
57 Next in
order
59 Menial
worker
621n no way

i

